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Isaiah 28:11, “For with stammering lips and another tongue will he (GOD) speak to this
people.”
This message was given to the prophet ISAIAH circa 730 B.C. “THIS PEOPLE”, of course, was
“EPHRAIM”, or ISRAEL, to whom the message was given. It was during the time that ASSYRIA
had been continually attacking the KINGDOM OF ISRAEL, (740-721 B.C.), and taking “all
ISRAEL” into captivity N/E of Palestine. We can absolutely know that this was the LORD’S doing,
because when the 12 TRIBES OF ISRAEL had split in 938 B.C., and REHOBOAM, the King of the
“Twelve Tribes” wanted to send his army after them and bring them back, GOD TOLD HIM TO,
“LEAVE THEM ALONE . . . THIS IS MY DOING.”
The giving of ISRAEL A “STRANGE LANGUAGE”, and the period of captivity in ASSYRIA,
was a punishment for their falling back into the worship of Baal . . . the pagan god. But punishment
is often positive, and we can know now that this was God’s way of preparing ISRAEL FOR IT’S
TREK TO THE WEST, AND EVENTUALLY “THE ISLES OF THE SEA.” It was also GOD’S
WAY OF GETTING THE ISRAELITES OUT AND AWAY FROM THE “JEWS.”
The key word in the above quoted scripture which our LORD has placed there to help us in
identifying our ancestors, THE LOST SHEEP OF ISRAEL”, is the word “STAMMERING”.
Frederick Haberman, in his historical book “Tracing Our Ancestors” on page #120 states:
“Strong’s Concordance gives the Hebrew word for stammering (3934), as “gael”, while
Young’s Analytical Concordance gives stammering as “leag.” It is most striking therefore that
one of the old names for the Irish should be “Leagael”, or in Hebrew, “a stammering people,’ the
double word representing the left to the right Phoenician, and the right to left Hebrew.”
In other words, the term “LEAGAEL” is spelt the same whether backward, or forward! The
same can be said for another honored word in the Irish vocabulary - “LIAFAIL” which translates
“the Stone of Destiny.” The stone, of course, is none other than “JACOB’S PILLAR STONE.”
Is there any question but that these people are the GAELIC SCOTS? Even “scripturally blind”
people should be able to see this! Perhaps by knowing that this “STAMMERING” language is
still alive and doing well today in WALES, might aid some of those still with “blinders” on, to
recognize this fact.
Now when we reveal the fact that the word BRITISH is a compounded two-Hebrew word
(BRITH-ISH), which translates “COVENANT MAN”, might just be the “weight of evidence”
needed to remove the “blinders” from some and let them see for the first time that in their Holy
Bibles JEWS ARE JEWS, and ISRAEL IS ISRAEL, and they do not have the same meaning.
Subsequently, they are NOT THE SAME PEOPLE!
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As mentioned earlier, Assyria began attacking ISRAEL and SYRIA as early as the 9th century
B.C., striking terror in these two countries as well as the whole of Phoenicia. This set off the
greatest IMMIGRATION OF ISRAELITES in their history! They fled to the IONIC STATES
(Greece) ASIA MINOR, the AGEAN ISLANDS, and MACEDONIA proper in order to be safe
from ASSYRIA.
“Of the twelve Ionic States (there were 12 Tribes of Israel), one was Miletus, whose people
were of the tribe of Judah, and descendents of Darda, the founder of Troy. . . These people were
led by a certain Gadelius, Gadil, or G allam, (one of the 12 tribes of ISRAEL was GAD),
according to Prof. Totten. Gadelius is the Latin form of Gadil.”
These Milesians eventually settled in Spain for a while, and founded the city of Brigantia.
Prof. H. B. Hannay, tells us in his “Story of Ireland,” p. #98:
“The Milesian colony reached Ireland from Spain, but they were not Spainards.”
Well, by now we know this fact, don’t we, folks? In fact, we know who they were, and know
that they are our ancestors? We also know that they knew who they were? One of their
descendants, Thomas Moore, the “Bard of Erin,” (Ireland) commemorates their coming in the
following poem:
“They came from the land beyond the sea,
and now o’er the Western Main,
Set sail in their ships Gallantly,
From the sunny land of Spain.
Oh, where’s the land we’ve seen in dreams,
Our destined home or grave?
Thus sang they as by the morning’s beams
They swept the Atlantic wave.”
In Mr. Haberman’s great genealogical book, “Tracing our Ancestors” on page # 113, we are
also told that “at the very time the Lord made the promise to David, about 1040 B.C., “I will
appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they may dwell in a place of their
own,” (II Samuel 7:10) - that promise was being executed. In fact, sixty years before the
promise was made Brutus had arrived in the Isles of the West, in 1100 B.C., and had named them
BRITH-ain, the Covenant Land (Hebrew). Until this day the only name in the Hebrew for
Britain in Ai Ha im, “the Isles of the West,” Ai or Hy being the origin of “isle.” In earlier days
the isle of Iona was called the Hy of Iona.
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